
What Is the Faith & Knowledge Program Now 

Besought on The Redeeming Truth Video & Book 

Library, and How Was It Commenced? 

 

Anyone who’s seeking truth concerning modern 

sociology and desires being taught sociology whilst 

reflecting on the truths which are constantly hidden or 

manipulated throughout so many situations commencing from the top (the Federal 

Reserve & other corrupt bankers, the Shadow Government whose power far surpasses our Congress and the 

Presidency, officials in the Pentagon, C.I.A., etcetera) and down through our education system; 

which’s truly one of the greatest crime against humanity and I explain why in the 

book Faith and Knowledge to Overcome Addiction Master Edition, or Page 3 of 

redeemingtruth.com titled Sophistical Society – the documentaries found on Page 5 

titled Consciousness/Metaphysics, Page 6 Evolution vs. Creation and the Ancient 

Gods such as the Anunnaki, etcetera. 

 Page # 2 titled The Real International Drug-Trade not only supplies free 

books as every page sponsors its own library, but has ALL NON-MAINSTREAM 

DOCUMENTARIES presenting multiple hours referring to the Clinton family and 

Bush family’s heavy involvement in the drug-trade; now this topic would obviously 

never be shown on your television; never! 

Though It All Began with Drug Addiction Recovery 

 I, Shaun Prario am I recovering addict who survived the deepest levels of the 

criminal and drug-addicted lifestyle. Therefore, after utilizing every method made 

available in our society, such as multiple detox centers designed to circulate money 

not help addicts (or at least the help comes #2 after prophet, but if a situation arises 

where less help means more prophet, than prophet will always be chose foremost.) I 

needed to write a book that hardcore addicts could relate to. A book that would save 

their life if they’re currently in their lowest position yet. (e.g. facing a long prison sentence, 

contemplating suicide). 



 The hardcore drug-addict requires substantial time to be able to work on their 

problematic issues alone, or alone with God. They’re going to take a deep inventory 

on just who they are, desire to be, or have the ability to be. They’ll need to pray in 

order to survive through the following 30 min. without shooting-up. (or smoking). 

They’ll need to re-read the same chapters, so they can began operating physically 

and mentally on a more normal -level. 

 Nevertheless, throughout all of this, they’ll develop strong urges to use, but at the same 

time their eyes are now becoming open to the world around them. They weren’t street thugs 

who dope started-off transported by hardcore Cartels who’re screaming fuck the Feds and 

banging their way throughout the country. No, it’s the people Americans trust to protect them 

who’re truly the largest drug-traffickers in world. Of ‘course their greedy and don’t care for the 

communities they destroy (while presenting a public persona of aiding and bettering or 

country). Likewise, many possess more evil agenda’s and are purposely destroying 

communities and the unity throughout these communities to lessen the chances of revolution 

breaking out on the extremely corrupt people who run our country behind the scenes. 

With the Redeeming Truth Libraries, the Addict Builds a Whole New Life.  

 No longer will the addict fall victim to such harsh and inhumane treatment! 

 Wherefore, Redeeming Truth (redeemingtruth.com) supplies knowledge to a great 

expanse of individuals, it continues to tie-in with the Faith & Knowledge Recovery Program as 

well. 

  


